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Abstract 
This article deals with the problem of translation and localization of microtoponyms, 

which are the names of human-created objects of geographical space such as squares, 

parks, museums, theaters, avenues within the online tourism discourse. The study of 

existing techniques of these lexical units’ translation functioning in parallel Russian 

and English hypertexts, the authors revealed the absence of a uniform approach to the 

use of the transcription, loan, and description techniques, and proposed a productive 

from the functional viewpoint method of localization. 
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Introduction 

The transfer of tourism discourse to the Internet space contributed to globali-

zation of discourse practices in this sphere and initiated large-scale translation activi-

ty, which has become an important tool for the development of the tourism industry. 

The expansion of cross-language and cross-cultural contacts in the global communica-

tive contexts of tourist practice determined the significance of the process of translat-

ing texts that promote different tourist destinations around the world. In these condi-

tions the higher translation standards in the researched industry are necessary to en-

sure information accessibility and comprehension by the representatives of other 

cultures. The following genres of tourism discourse represent the translators’ objects: 

information and advertising materials (print brochures, hypertexts of tourist portals, 

websites of travel agencies, websites of certain tourist destinations and cultural ob-

jects, websites of museums), guidebooks as a part of the websites’ virtual space, travel 

blogs published in international journals (National Geographic, Geo, etc.), excursions. 

Travel writing has been always characterized by ethnic and cultural narration, and 

over a few centuries of genre transformations this focus remained the dominating 

feature of tourism discourse in the context of emphasizing local identities. The culture 

starts to reveal its identity more intensely when it is brought into a certain cultural 

community, and as a result, this culture gets encoded as “unique” and “special” (Lot-

man, 1992). In this context, the opposition of local and global is becoming a peculiar 

characteristic of the virtual tourism discourse and, in particular, such imperative gen-

res as guidebooks, information and advertising materials. 

 

Localization as a new branch of translation studies 
The emergence of the phenomenon of localization is associated with the tech-

nological revolution and the expansion of companies’ activity up to the level of inter-

national and global corporations, which resulted in the need to develop technologies 

of software and manuals adaptation in accordance with economic, linguistic and 

cultural parameters. These technologies have provided the customers from different 

countries with the access to goods and services presented on the world market, and in 

this direction of organized business activity the translation is only an element of the 
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general process of linguacultural adaptation (also including technical expertise, work 

in the field of terminology, programming, design, marketing, etc.) aimed at the reali-

zation of products in foreign markets. The elements that need to be localized and are 

not related to translation procedures include time formats, dates, numbers, currency, 

legal, tax and environmental requirements, as well as some of the technical aspects of 

the design (color, page size, keyboard layout, etc.), applicable to the products in dif-

ferent countries. Today the objects of localization represent different computer-

mediated resources used by an audience of another country: 

1. Software (including linguistic training program); 

2. Websites (international portals, business cards, online shops,    

    etc.); 

3. Computer games; 

4. Multimedia; 

5. Marketing and PR-materials (brochures, presentations of  

   companies, etc.) (Batyukova, 2011). 

The trend of integrating the concept of localization by translation studies ob-

served in the last decade is connected with the search for the best ways to ensure 

intercultural polylogue currently proceeding at an unprecedented level and character-

ized, first of all, by corporate communication between companies and clients. Prag-

matic linguistics and cultural linguistics, which became the leading interdisciplinary 

fields of discourse research, outlined the problems of translation conditioned by ad-

dressee characteristics and were subsequently recognized to be the tasks extremely 

important for creating multilingual content of corporate websites. 

The research on translation and localization (Androutsopoulos 2010; Jiménez-

Crespo 2016; Mityagina 2014; Usacheva 2012; Shurlina 2014; Shadrin 2015) provide 

various definitions of this process. Localization is: 

- a discourse process aimed at changing media content (Androut 

   sopoulos, 2010); 

- a complex form of pragmatic adaptation (Mityagina, 2014: 347); 

- a new branch of technical translation (Shurlina, 2014: 83); 

- adaptation of a “generalized” text to the whole variety of new pur 

  poses and application spheres arising in moderre 

realia (Shadrin, 2015). 

Such research are extremely important for the Russian and foreign translation 

studies, because the hypertexts of international websites are often translated according 

to the principle of language symmetry and turn to be controversial in terms of com-

municative and pragmatic adequacy. E. Pym puts forward the issue on recognizing 

the phenomenon of localization the newest paradigm of translation studies, the main 

provisions of which give an idea of the extent to which translation practices have 

changed in the context of economic globalization of society (Pym, 2014: 182). As the 

researcher points out, the innovation features of localization include the one-to-many 

translation model, the need to translate from an internationalized version, as well as 

the automation of the translation process by means of modern technology (Pym 

2014). The combination of these characteristics within a written form of intercultural 

transfer is actually an unprecedented one. 

 

Problems of translation and localization of microtoponyms 

A special role in the process of translating and localizing tourist hypertexts 

is played by linguacultural adaptation of microtoponyms – the proper names of hu-

man-created environment objects, which take part in implementing informative func-
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tion of guidebooks, advertising materials and encyclopedic articles about local attrac-

tions. The microtoponyms include the names of squares, parks, museums, theaters and 

other cultural facilities, which create the attractive image of a city or a certain tourist 

destination: 

- Heaton Hall is a magnificent 18thC country house set in the rolling 

landscape of Heaton Park15; 

- Now home to the British Crown Jewels, the Tower of London was 

built by William the Conqueror in 1078. It served as a prison from 

1100 to the mid twentieth century.Today the Tower of London is one 

of the most popular London tourist attractions16; 

-  the U.S. Astronaut Hall of Fame features more exhibits, with personal 

memorabilia displayed alongside things that will amaze you, such as 

the actual Apollo 14 command module Kitty Hawk, its plaque bearing 

the simple inscription ‘This spacecraft flew to the moon and back 

January 31-February 9, 1971’17. 

Each city shapes the original symbolic field with a specific semantics (Vasi-

lyeva, 2016: 140), and in this sense microtoponyms, like any proper names, reflect the 

ethnic and cultural meanings and perform, above all, the cognitive function, thus 

being among the most meaningful components in the semiotic space of a tourist hy-

pertext. The translator should have knowledge about semantics and lexical sets in 

source language to develop strategies for dealing with non-equivalence in semantic 

field and should not forget that language and culture are closely related and both 

aspects must be considered for translation (Horvathova, 2014: 102). 

The most frequent and optimal from the viewpoint of the semantic equiva-

lence strategy of translating the studied lexical units is represented by loan translation: 

- Statue of Liberty (Statuya Svobody), Giant’s Causeway (Tropa Ve-

likana), Gosudarstvennyy Ermitazh (State Hermitage), Korolevskiy 

zamok (Royal Castle), Krasnodarskiy kraevoy teatr kukol (Krasnodar 

Regional Puppet Theater), etc. 

When the object’s name is derived from a proper name or a geographic 

name, the possibilities of loan translation are limited, but in these cas-

es the descriptive translation may serve as a substitution of semantic 

explication: 

- Kostomuksha municipal museum18 (comes with the note – 

City/Settlement Kostomuksha); 

- Bomaris, kak i drugie zamki Anglii etogo perioda, byl postroen koro-

lem Eduardom I dlya usileniya vlasti v Uelse. Stroitelstvo nachalos v 

1295 godu pryamo posredi bolota. “Bo Mareys” v perevode oz-

nachaet “Krasivoe boloto”19; 

                                                 
15 http://www.visitmanchester.com/what-to-do/countryroyalpark/MAN-

84831_heatonhall 
16 http://www.touropia.com/tourist-attractions-in-london/ 
17 http://www.visittheusa.com/usa/experiences/f/florida/kennedy-space-center.aspx 
18 

http://www.ticrk.ru/en/regions/region/settlement/sights/sight/?CID=7525&PID=838

5&ID=16973 
19 http://allcastle.info/europe/england/003 
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- Trafalgarskaya ploshchad  – samaya izvestnaya londonskaya 

ploshchad, kotoraya  pervonachalno nosila imya korolya Vilgelma IV, 

no zatem byla pereimenovana v chest pobedy Anglii v Trafalgarskoy 

bitve20. 

Disregard of these techniques of interlinear and loose translation ensuring 

the localization of foreign-language elements can reduce the infor-

mation content and weaken both cognitive and appellative functions 

of a text. Providing unadapted foreign-language insertions exemplifies 

the pragmatically unacceptable foreignization of the context: 

- Otdykhayushchim s detmi pridetsya po dushe poseshchenie parka 

razvlecheniy Canada’s Wonderland, karta kotorogo otrazhena na say-

te www.canadaswonderland.com: tam imi budut obnaruzheny dino-

zavry (gostyam predlagayut posmotret na 40 eksponatov v natural-

nuyu velichinu), detskiy gorodok s igrovymi ploshchadkami, semeynye 

attraktsiony (“Antique Carousel”, “Flying Eagles”, “Klockwerks”, 

“Silver Streak”, “The Rage”), zakhvatyvayushchie (“Behemoth”, 

“Backlot Stunt Coaster”, “Leviathan”, “Flight Deck”, “Night 

Mares”) i detskie (“Blast Off!”, “Frequent Flyers”, “Jumpin’ jet”, 

“Snoopy’s Revolution”, “Sugar Shack”, “The Pumpkin Patch”), a 

takzhe akvapark (raspolagaet lenivoy rekoy, volnovym basseynom, 

Splash Island Kiddie Pool, gorkami “Body Blast”, “Barracuda 

Blaster”, “Riptide Racer”, “Typhoon”, “Whirlwinds” i drugimi)21. 

As we can see, there are too many original English words in this Russian en-

cyclopedic text which meanings are not explicated for Russian readers that impedes 

understanding the experience they are going to have at the mentioned attractions.  

According to N.V. Filatova, the specially selected onomastics serves as ex-

pressive means in a tourist text (Filatova, 2014: 42). Proper names are among the 

linguistic units that are susceptible to socio-cultural symbolization and, as a conse-

quence, they are capable of conveying the conceptual and emotional content in a 

laconic form (Tomskaya, 2012: 269). S. Vlakhov and S. Florin in their work The 

Untranslatable in Translation give a good example connected with transcribing jour-

nals’ and newspapers’ names. According to the authors, the meanings of proper 

names which are clear to the reader of the original, should be transferred to the mind 

of a translation version reader as well, otherwise, all the information they retrieve 

from the title Pravda consists only in the fact that it is a newspaper or a journal, while 

the seme "truth" remains undeciphered (Vlahov & Florin, 2012: 212). This example is 

very illustrative from the viewpoint of foreign names of environmental and cultural 

objects functioning in every tourist text. Understanding is not separated from the 

evaluation, they constitute a single and simultaneous integral act (Bakhtin, 1979), and 

in respect of the tourist text, we suppose a much greater responsibility of proper 

names as lexical means characterized by a high degree of appellation and being one of 

the main tools for achieving communicative and pragmatic effect. In this respect the 

localization strategy can provide a tourist’s full immersion in the atmosphere of the 

place, necessity to feel him/herself as a participant of a certain event (Gureeva et al., 

2016: 98). 

                                                 
20 http://euroupe-turizm.ru/england/37-trafalgarskaya-ploschad.html 
21 http://www.votpusk.ru/story/article.asp?ID=16081 
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Partial preservation of seme composition, which takes place in the case of 

combinations “transcription / transliteration + loan translation” (and vice versa), may 

also be misleading, since, firstly, this hybridization prevents the transfer of the full 

semantic meaning of lexical units, and, secondly, it is does not provide the original 

name, which can serve as a tourist guide. The name of the Saviour Tower (original 

name Spasskaya bashnya) at the Kazan online travel portal is translated by half-loan 

Spasskaya Tower, and the transliterated element creates a cognitive gap despite the 

subsequent etymological explanation: 

- The Spasskaya Tower got its name from the ‘Image of 

Edessa’ Icon (Spas Nerukotvorniy)22 

The origin of the word Spasskaya from the name of the Savior Holy Face Icon 

(Spas Nerukotvorniy) is explicated for the foreign readers only in case of their aware-

ness of the biblical plot 'Image of Edessa'. Otherwise, the disregard of translation loan 

Saviour Tower leads to the absence of the image of the Savior as a name’s main con-

ceptual element in the English-language version. Many such “misleading” examples 

are found in Russian and English secondary texts: Rurik's gorodishche23 instead of 

Rurik's Settlement; Church of Vera, Nadezhda, Lyubov (Faith, Hope and Love) and 

Their Mother Sophia24 instead of St. Sofia Russian Orthodox Church; Vechnaya Slava 

monument25 instead of Eternal Glory Monument; Kingz-Park26 instead of Korolevsky 

park; attraktsion Edge Walk27 instead of attraktsion “Po krayu bezdny”, and others.

  

Hypothesis 
Against the background of the described duality, which is manifested in the 

combination of domestication and foreignization trends, we put forward the important 

issue on the necessity to provide two nominations of tourist destinations in secondary 

texts – a translated and an original name. N.V. Filatova studies the use of foreign 

words (in the form of both original-language lexis and transcriptions) in tourism 

discourse giving examples of squares’ bilingual names: ploshchad Svyatogo Stefana 

(Stephansplatz); ploshchad In-der-Burg (Filatova, 2014: 46). This tactics is often used 

in the process of tourist texts’ translation, but it is characterized by spontaneity and 

the lack of fundamental grounds: 

• Londonskiy glaz (London Eye) – odno iz krupneyshikh kolyes 

obozreniya v mire28; 

• Yorkvikskiy tsentr vikingov (Jorvik Viking Centre)29; 

• Cathedral of the Transfiguration (Preobrazhensky Kafedralny 

Sobor)30 

                                                 
22 http://gokazan.ru/places/spasskaya-bashnya-kazanskogo-kremlya/ 
23 

http://visitnovgorod.com/novgorod/discover_novgorod/The_birthplace_of_Russia.ht

ml 
24 http://belgorodtur.ru/en/about/attractions/sacred-places-and-objects.html 
25 http://www.turtmb.ru/leftmenu/touristattraction-copy/ 
26 http://www.votpusk.ru/country/dostoprim_info.asp?ID=2240 
27 http://www.votpusk.ru/story/article.asp?ID=16081 
28 http://www.edemvlondon.ru/london-eye/ 
29 https://www.visitbritain.com/ru/ru/yorvikskiy-centr-vikingov 
30 http://belgorodtur.ru/en/about/attractions/sacred-places-and-objects.html 
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• Tsenitelyam istorii navernyaka ponravyatsya zamok Berkli 

(Berkeley Castle), znamenityy dvorets Blenkheym (Blenheim Palace) 

– rodovoe gnezdo gertsogov Malboro, gde rodilsya Uinston Cher-

chill. A takzhe abbatstvo Tyuksberi (Tewkesbury Abbey)31. 

We are going to take an attempt of justifying this tactics from the theoretical 

and practical points of view and indicating the reasons for its necessity and logic. 

 

Substantiation 

1. Lack of unified approaches to translation 

In February 2016 the chairman of the Committee for Culture of St. Peters-

burg, Konstantin Sukhenko reported on the large-scale project “Translation of the 

city”. The key idea of this project is to provide official translation of names of all 

streets, public institutions, memorable and geographical objects by 2018 for ensuring 

the convenient environment for foreign tourists (cit. from News Dale, 2016). The 

initiation of the project and the recognition of its unprecedented nature revealed the 

absence of approved translations of microtoponyms not only within a single city, but 

in Russia as a whole.  

The exceptions include the names of some world-famous tourism objects of 

art and culture which acquired the terminological feature of internationality and have 

fixed foreign-language versions (indicated at the official multilingual websites of 

these objects), the use of which does not create perception problems. For example, the 

English name of the Bolshoy Teatr (Bolshoi Theatre) is so familiar to the representa-

tives of the English linguaculture that it is used in journalist and advertising texts 

without any explanations: 

The Bolshoi Ballet performed Saturday in Cuba after a 30-year ab-

sence32   

The Bolshoi will be performing Jean-Christophe Maillot's Taming 

of the Shrew33  

Russian-speaking recipients are familiar with such realia as Stounkhendzh 

(Stonehenge) and Big Ben (Big Ben), so they also function in Russian media without 

any explanations or comments: 

• Stounkhendzh iznachalno byl vozveden v Uelse i lish posle 

doistoricheskie stroiteli razobrali ego i "peretashchili" na territoriyu sov-

remennogo grafstva Uiltshir34; 

• Zhiteli Londona davno uzhe ne morshchatsya, kogda slyshat ot 

turistov “bashnya Big Ben”35. 

However, as a rule, there are no uniform translations of microtoponyms even 

within the same information portal of a city. D. I. Ilyin is right to note that proper 

names are the universal means of nominating objects which performs a space-

organizing role in the region's geographical characteristics (Ilyin, 2010: 65). Taking 

into account this definition, the absence of a unified approach to the verbal representa-

                                                 
31 https://www.visitbritain.com/ru/ru/england/central-england/kotsuolds 
32 http://www.havanatimes.org/?p=19796 
33 http://www.roh.org.uk/news/bolshoi-ballet-to-return-to-the-royal-opera-house-in-

summer-2016 
34 https://rg.ru/2015/12/07/kamni-site-anons.html 
35 http://masterok.livejournal.com/623395.html 
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tion of geographical space objects may lead to nominative inconsistencies. For exam-

ple, the Volgograd tourism website36 contains the hypertext on the tour of the 

Mamai’s Barrow memorial complex, where we can find two different versions of this 

name’s translation into English – a transliterated Mamaev Kurgan and a loan Mamai 

Hill. We doubt the adequacy of using two different word-for-word translations within 

a given context as well as the semantic equivalence of words Kurgan and Hill, the 

latter of which does not contain the seme “grave”. These names seem to be arguable 

from the standpoint of cognitive expectations of the English-speaking readers and 

emphasize the lack of common approaches to the translation of toponyms. This prob-

lem leads to the existence of different translations in English-language sources – 

Mamaev Barrow37, Mamai's Barrow38, Mamayev Hill39. 

The translation of English microtoponyms is also a major difficulty connected 

with the fact that the tourist websites of such countries as the U.S., Australia, Canada, 

Great Britain rarely have a Russian-language page. As a consequence, Russian tour-

ists refer to encyclopedic articles, guidebooks, advertising materials as a main source 

of information on foreign cultural attractions. This information is represented on 

Russian tour operators’ websites which are also characterized by diversified translated 

titles of popular objects: for example, London Eye is translated as Londonskiy glaz40, 

Oko Londona41, Londonskoe oko42. Translator’s work with parallel texts and the 

choice of optimal variant of the translation is also complicated by the lack of Russian-

language information about some of the other countries’ attractions such as Britannia 

Panopticon Music Hall, Somerset Place, Bristol Old Vic Theatre, etc. even in the 

world-famous Wikipedia database. 

Albert Square, an area located in the city of Manchester (England), is translat-

ed in different ways at the two Russian tourist websites: Albert-Skver43 and Ploshchad 

Alberta44, but unlike the above example of London Eye, these variants have a signifi-

cant difference at the denotative level. Skver is a small landscaped plot of land, repre-

senting an element of square’s design. The use of microtoponyms skver and 

ploshchad as absolute synonyms seems to be inadequate taking into account the given 

definition, despite the origin of the word skver from the English ‘square’. 

In the absence of multilingual dictionaries of microtoponyms the translator’s 

solution becomes a particular case and has a multivariate nature. Thus, providing an 

original name guarantees certain fixity of a lexical unit, its authenticity, independent 

of translations and ensuring the easy search for detailed information about a specific 

tourist site. 

 

2. Verbal semiotics of cultural space 

                                                 
36 http://www.visitvolgograd.info/eMamaevKurgan.htm 
37 http://www.r-tg.com/volgograd/283.html 
38 http://www.estockphoto.com/results.asp?image=2001-285098-01 
39 http://www.historvius.com/mamayev-hill-650/ 
40 http://tonkosti.ru/Лондонский_глаз 
41 http://www.votpusk.ru/country/dostoprim_info.asp?ID=2457 
42 http://london10.ru/article/londonskoe-oko-poleznaya-informaciya 
43 http://tonkosti.ru/Манчестер 
44 http://www.rutraveller.ru/place/30770 
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The term “linguascape” was firstly used to refer to the written form of the 

language used in public places - on road signs, billboards, street signs, city facilities, 

shops, etc. (Landry & Bourhis, 1997: 23-25). Yu. M. Lotman considers a city to be 

the area of cultural bilingualism, providing semiotic contacts between the two worlds, 

and gives it a function of the semiosphere border, the nature of which is always bilin-

gual (Lotman, 1992). Within the framework of the aforementioned project “Transla-

tion of the City” it is planned not only to approve official English names of the urban 

objects, but also to ensure the bilingual verbal semiotics of the city, which, in the light 

of the Yu.M. Lotman’s judgment, will serve as a marker of the transition to a different 

semiotic space and the means of maintaining cultural contacts. Today Russian cities 

and most of English-speaking countries do not have such markers, and we recognize 

the need of creating them in the space of tourism websites. 

Since the choice of language means in the texts of localized versions is condi-

tioned by their functionality (Novikova, 2015: 474), we should take into account not 

only informative and cognitive functions but also a referential one, which was a pecu-

liar feature of the first sample of guidebook – the itinerary. In our opinion, the refer-

ence function is very important when making decision on giving two microtoponyms 

in secondary texts – an original and a translated. Loan translation without referring to 

original name may result in major obstacles and failures in the process of intercultural 

communication since discourse participants cannot denote a certain tourist object. The 

main purpose of the guidebook is to serve as a tourist guide and “to ensure the adapta-

tion to the new linguacultural space” (Edensor, 2001: 73; Filatova, 2014: 39). This 

purpose is realized in the hypertext space of tourist portal, and in some cases, on the 

agencies’ websites containing detailed milestone descriptions of advertised routes and 

excursions. Tourists’ orientation by signs, maps, direction in the space of other cul-

tures is actually an important aspect of the development of glocal cities, and a tourist 

website serving as such a guide may help to easily identify the surrounding objects 

and therefore ensure the convenient staying in a foreign country. 

 

3. Tourist’s linguascape 
K. Thurlow and A. Jaworski develop the concept of linguascape and consider 

it to be the expansion of the “tourist gaze” theory, proposed by J. Urry (Urry, 2002). 

The authors emphasize the important role of language as an element of tourist experi-

ence and inculturation (Thurlow & Jaworski, 2011: 289). On the example of oral 

interactions in the tourist discourse, the authors demonstrate the recognition of local 

languages’ value by tourists, which act as the markers of authenticity and originality 

along with the unfamiliar landscapes, and arouse a sense of belonging to a cosmopoli-

tan multicultural global community. According to the authors of the world famous 

series of guidebooks DK Eyewitness Travel Guides, the readers wish to learn more 

foreign phrases and information about the language of the country they visit (cit. from 

Thurlow & Jaworski, 2007). 

The research carried out by Stephania Gandin and aimed to reveal differentiat-

ing features between original and translated English texts on tourism, indicated a high 

percentage of “unclassified” items which are not words of the English lexicon (Gan-

din, 2013). Providing quantitative indicators without lexical specification of foreign 

words, the author points out the trend of foreignization of translated tourism discourse 

connected with the phenomenon of interference. Lexical interference which is under-

stood as the intervention of the vocabulary of one language system to another (Ali-

mov, 2005: 31), implies the direct borrowing of foreign word (in the original form or 

by means of transcription / transliteration), which becomes the “transitional” in a 
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translated text (Komissarov, 1999: 127). According to G. Turi, who developed the 

concept of “transitional” language (interlanguage), interference can be characterized 

not only by destructive, but by constructive properties as well (Toury, 1980), and in 

our case, it may serve as a means of the aesthetic influence on the addressee. N.V. 

Filatova notes the expressiveness of tourism texts which can be achieved by combin-

ing two codes (Filatova, 2014: 46), G. Dann connects this phenomenon with the use 

of languaging verbal technique, understood as “the manipulation of national lan-

guage” aimed to make the text locally coloured (Dann, 1996: 183-185). M. Petillo 

analyzes this technique exemplified by the guidebook translated from Italian into 

English and highlights its importance in terms of pragmatic and didactic goals of 

providing tourists with the vocabulary necessary for living in a foreign country (Petil-

lo, 2012: 253-256). Thus, the fragments of local languages bear the “concept of per-

sonal enrichment” (Bourdieu, 1991), and “the tendency of translators to create assimi-

lated secondary texts leads to a gradual loss of original markers of “otherness”, there-

by removing intercultural distances (Maslennikova, 2014: 25). 

 

Conclusion 

The research revealed that the functions of microtoponyms in the hypertext 

space of tourism discourse are not limited by information sharing, but include such 

important elements of pragmatics as cognitive, appellative, and aesthetic potential. 

Techniques of loan and descriptive translation ensure the preservation and linguacul-

tural adaptation of the original semantic elements that express the important sociolog-

ical and ethnocultural meanings. In our view, localization of the studied lexical units 

should consist not only in the explication of semantics, but also in enabling the identi-

fication of surrounding objects in foreign and virtual spaces. 

We have identified three reasons of the need to supplement the translated mi-

crotoponyms in tourist hypertexts with original names: 

1. absence of approved translations of the majority of English and Russian 

names of urban sites; 

2. the need for the tourist guides in the verbal semiotic space;  

3. recognition of the value of linguacultural potential as a means of realizing 

the aesthetic and didactic functions of the text.  

In these conditions the original microtoponyms guarantee certain fixity of lex-

ical units, their authenticity independent of translations and ensuring easy search for 

detailed information about a specific tourist site; help tourists to identify the surround-

ing objects and therefore ensure the convenient staying in a foreign country; and, 

finally, enrich tourist experience linguistically. 

Thus, the localization of tourist hypertexts should be considered not only in 

terms of domestication and integration of foreign-language cultural landmarks, but 

also taking into account the reference function as well as the motivations of tourists, 

often associated with the pursuit of authenticity and originality. 

 

The article is prepared with the financial support of the Russian Foundation 

for Humanities, regional contest “Volzhsky Lands in the Culture History of Russia”, 

project No. 15-14-34001 Linguistic and Translatology Logistics of Multilingual 

Webportal: Regional Guide within Globalization (Volgograd and Volgograd Region). 
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